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Cops Quell Dorm Ruckus
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2000 Involved

Investigate
Five Arrested in Aftermath Groups’ Aims
Of 11th Street Bonfire-Dance Says Barber
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Five SJS students were arrested
Monday night after police brought
in police dogs and a paddy wagon
to break up a bonfire students had
ignited on the corner of 11th and
San Antonio sts. to protest earlier
police interruption of an impromptu street dance.
Police estimated that approximately 2000 students were involved. The five arrested were
Michael R. Lubin, 22, of 502 Forrest st.; Paul H. Jacobus, 20, of
2914 Lexford ave.; Charles A.
Moore, 19. of 93 Cronin dr., Santa
Clara: Kenneth G. McNeil, 21, of
234 S. 11th st.; and Douglas Lowe,
20. of 278 S. 10th st.
They appeared in court yesterdaY and face "probable" disciplinary action by the school, according to Donald R. Ryan, assistant
to the dean of students.
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Inter -Class Holds
Meeting Tonight
Th.’ newly formed Inter-class
council will meet this evening at
5:30 in the faculty lounge of the
Spartan cafeteria, announces Ron
Hartinger, junior class vice president and publicity chairman for
late; ’class council.
"Immediate problems to be
faced by the council will be discussed at this meeting," Hartinger
said.
The final structure of the counr 0 has been completed, an Inter. censtitution has been writ, :1 and officers have been elected,
he said.
\,wly elected council officers
Phil Barry, president; Roger
,,alte, vice president; Ron Hartineer, publicity chairman.

1

1 Special Report:

Disciplinary action will pend
developments today of a meeting
of the Liaison Study Committee on
Community and College affairs,
according to Ryan. The committee
was recently established to explore
possible entertainment outlets for
college students.
San Jose Police Chief Ray
Blackrnore, a member of theocommittee, said that he didn’t regard
the incident as "serious," but expressed a desire to have the committee investigate its causes, determine if the swift police action
was warranted and come up with
some solutions to prevent any recurrence of such an incident.
According to police reports, they
arrived in response to a complaint
at 10:30 p.m. to break up the
street dance. Police said that students replied to their requests to
break up with "lewd remarks"
and water balloons.

Elections Topic
Of Sparta Party
Sparta party, one of the newest
of SJS political groups, will hold
a general meeting tonight to discuss the ASB spring elections
and various campus problems,
Brent Davis, party spokesman,
has announced.
The conclave will begin at 7
p.m. in CH149 and is open do all
students interested in campus government. A film strip titled "Parties and Politics" will be shown.
Party officers were chosen at
the previous meeting of the organization. Bob Ginn was elected
chairman; Bob Crittenden, vice
chairman; June Sherry, secretary
and Barney Christopher, treasurer.

After police left, students built
a huge bonfire in the middle of
the street LA hurled debris and
bottles from second story windows
at police when they returned.
Joan Recanzone, president of
Gamma Phi Beta, stated that "the
dance would have broken up at
11:00 p.m. if the police hadn’t been
called."

Novelist Slated
For Banquet
Harper Prize-winning novelist
Robin White will be guest speaker
at Theta Sigma Phi’s Matrix
Table on April 14 at the Chez
Yvonne restaurant in Mountain
View at 7:30 p.m.
Members of the Peninsula alumna chapter and the chapters at
Stanford university and SJS of
the national fraternity for women
In journalism are joining forces for
the dinner, according to Mrs. Jay
K. Miller of Los Altos, chairman
of the Matrix Table.
The Matrix Table is the traditional annual celebration of the
organization on a national basis.
The banquet will be the local chapter’s first, Mrs. Miller said.
Mr. White’s first novel, House
of Many Rooms, appeared in 1958.
Elephant Hill. published in 1959,
has been purchased by Universal
International. His third novel,
Men and Angels, was published in
January.
Tickets for the dinner may be
obtained from any member of
Theta Sigma Phi or by calling
Mrs. Miller for reservations at
WH 8-6010 in the evenings. Cost
of the affair is $3.95 per person,
Mrs. Miller said.

Nation-wide Campus Opinion Shows
College Fraternities Are Declining
83 JIM JANSSEN
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I.the decline and fall of the
creek empire on college campuses
theutehout the nation beginning
10 show?
swpek magazine reported
hra week that two fraternity
houses at Yale university have
closed their doors in the past two
years and a third is up for sale.
,
At Brown university, the magazine reports, a committee of undergraduates last month recommended that fraternities be replaced by dormitories with social
facilities.
Is the old fraternity handshake
insing its grip? Is Zeta Beta going Kaput? Newsweek seems to
think so,

DoS."T CAST SHADOW
-Cratrrnities in general at, ill
DESIRE FOR PRIVACY
don’I east the campus shadow
Newsweek states that there is
nu, nee did," the magazine remost colntal,. "For one thing, more and a growing desire among
nun-, students feel they don’t. have leeg students for privacy.
the time to participate in house
Mr. Baron said though privacy
’Cow does the picture of the
declining fraternity and sorority
fit in at SJS?
"Our own college is under Pressure from national chapters who
want to establish new charters,
whieh seems to indicate fraternities are still growing," Robert
S. Martin, associate dean of students said.
De also said that the number
of new greets houses at S.f8 is
external evidence of the grce,lcs.
financial ability to remain In
existence.

ch/
la, 1961.

years ago of its ova’ volition, Dew)
Martin reports.
Barton, president of
Lon
Cadillac Associates. inc., Chicago,
said "Greek letter groups are coming around to a very sensible apnamely tliat as glorified
proach
eating clubs, they can provide
hoard and room at sensible prices
and thereby justify, in some measure, their reason for existing."
He adds, however, "Even this
very valid advantage is losing its
merit, since dormitory housing is
becoming more and more the responsibility of college administration.
As for dormitories affecting fraternity life at SJS, Robert L.
Baron; housing coordinator, said
"It’s too early to make any assumption,"

LOST ONLY ONE
8,IS has lost only one fraternity
since fraternities were first established here in the middle ’20s.
KaPlia Alpha went inactive three

Famous Works
To Be Read Today
Students and the public are invited to attend an oral interpretation Reading Hour today at
3:30 p.m. in Studio Theater, announced Mrs. Noreen Le Barge
Mitehell, assistant professor of
speech.
Readings from works by Stephen
Vincent Benet. James Thurber,
James Joyce, J. D. Salinger and
0. Henry will be presented by oral
interpretation students from the
classes of Dr. Dorothy Hadley and
Dr. Courtaney Brooks. associate
profesors of speech. Admission is
free, Mrs. Mitchell said.

Bruce G. Dauber, retired immigration official and president of
Free Men Against Communism,
told an attentive group of students
yesterday that "there is no more
Important time than now to understand the ulterior motives" of
groups active in our democracy.
Barber appeared on campus as
the second in a series of speakers
sponsored by Students Against
Communism.
In his brief . lecture, Barber
stressed the importance of careful investigation in discovering

is one asset of resident halls, the
halls also serve as a wholesome
competitive agent to fraternities.
He believes in years to come
SJS will see better programs and
more opportunities for combined
fraternity-resident hall activities.
"Fraternity programs will have
to change to keep pace with the
changing philosophy of higher education," Mr. Baron said. "Fraternities will have to adjust to the
changing environment in which
they find themselves."
OTHERS COMMENT
Comments from other colleges
and universities reported by Newsweek include:
Chancellor Franklin Murphy,
University of California,"Young
men will always gather in small
living and social groups."
Dean of Men Walter Rea, University of Michigan - -- "Among
students here, there’s a growing
feeling for privacy. Fraternities
. . . are losing many to apartment
living."
Student Dean Joseph Williams,
"As the
University of Georgia
university has become larger, the
feeling that every boy or girl
should join has decreased."
Dean Martin said that membership in SJS fraternities has shown
a steady increase, but, however,
has not kept pace with the total
college population.
Mr. Brown added that 35 to 40
per cent of the spring Pledge
classes came from resident halls.
In student gtwernment at SIB
Pres. Pat McClenahan said that
there has been a greater tendency for a balance between
greeks and independents.
INTEREST STILL HIGH
"The interest of greeks in student government is still as high as
(Continued on Page 4)

BRUCE G. BARBER
. . . now is the
the
of
the
its

time

nature of organizations. "One
the best ways to determine
loyalty of a group is to study
doctrines," Barber contended.

’TROJAN HORSE CLOAKS’
He then cited parallels between
statements of Communist party
doctrine and the protest actions
displayed at the now famous San
Francisco city hall "riots." He
warned of groups hiding in "Trojan horse cloaks" that follow the
Communist tactics of "never appearing in the foreground and letting our friends do our work
for us."
Barber stated that there is "no
doubt there are, a lot of COn1MUnists in the peace march."
FOREIGN POWERS
"Subversive," Barber explained,
"always infers the involvement
of a foreign power." He also defined a "left-wing group" as one
that has a foreign nation in back
of it.
He used the pre-war GermanAmerican "Bund" as a prime ex.
ample of a subversive, foreign
supported group.
In a question period following
his remarks, Barber was asked
what Americans should do about
non-democratic groups that have
no foreign connections. "Nothing,"
he replied, "that is their privilege."

A mob of si 1111g. jeering
SJS students toogreg.titqi in the
field across from the WOIlleInt dormitories on Eighth street List night
at about 10:30 and continued its ruckus until broken up by police.
According to an unnamed officer, the mob numbered about 100.
Most of the students were from the men’s realdence halls.
Several men’s dorm students said that plans for a panty raid
were passed by the "grapevine" an hour before the disturbance broke
out. When the mob arrived In front of the women’ae halls, wafting
San Jose police officers beamed spotlights on the group and demanded
it disperse.
Fire alarms were met off In two of the men’s hulls following the
disturbance am about six pollee ears patroled the block separating the
NO. 93 dormitories. Commented one officer, "It’s disgusting."

Professors Loan Money

Poland on Way to Tallahassee
Jail, Ready for Hunger Strike
Sit-in demonstrator Jefferson
Poland was scheduled to leave for
Florida at 9:45 this morning to
serve a 60-day jail sentence for
"disorderly conduct" at a Woolworth dime store in downtown
Tallahassee.
An anonymous group of SJS
professors yesterday lent the
TASC member former sociology
major enough money for a one
way ticket to the Tallahassee jailhouse Mier.- Poland says he will

a day." Poland had a choice of a
$300 fine or the jail sentence.
Poland maintained he is still
planning to go to jail and conduct
the hunger strike to "encourage
the local Woolworth manager to
integrate his lunch counter."
Although a proposal by sophomore representative Joe Stroud to
pay Poland’s bus fare was defeated by the Student Council,
ASB Pres. Pat McClenahan instructed the community service
committee to operate three booths
today and tomorrow to solicit donations to repay the professors
who lent Poland the money and
help pay for his return trip to SJS.
The service committee, which
set a $200 goal for the donations,
was notified yesterday on short
notice that Poland was leaving
that night, according to Carolyn
Hayes, chairman.
Cutting through red tape, the
committee prepared the booths
and contacted students to man
them.
RIDICULOUS CAUSE
"I sincerely hope the student
interest is as great for the forthcoming campus chest drive as It
apparently is for this ridiculous
cause," commented Don Wood,
corresponding secretary of the
committee.
Wood pointed out that his view
was not necessarily that of the
rest of the busy committee.
The booths will be set up in
front of the cafeteria, library and
bookstore.
Any money over the stated goal
will revert back to the campus
service fund. said Miss Hayes.
Poland was arrested and found
guilty of -disorderly conduct,"
March 12 after he, five white and
six Negro students sat at a lunch
counter in Woolworths.
He h;,,, a.iitt,trawn from SJS.

go on a hunger strike.
Poland was notified by a letter
from his lawyer, Tobias Simon
yesterday that he must report to
the Tallahassee chief of police
Monday at 9 a.m, to begin his
sentence.
NO JOKE
"Jail is no joke, 60 days is a
long time," Mr. Simon wrote.
"You will not spend many days
in jail, I’m sure, before you begin
to feel that liberty is worth $2

Council Kills Bookstore
Discount Suggestion
A proposal to give a 10 per
cent discount on student purchases
at the Spartan Bookstore was defeated yesterday afternoon by Student Council on the grounds that
it would "discourage competition"
between the bookstores and detract from the funds available for
the proposed student union.
The proposal was made by graduate representative Stan Stevens
after the council defeated his
earlier motion to revoke the 10
per cent discount privilege currently enjoyed by SJS faculty and
"some" staff members. Stevens’
first proposal was made on the
grounds that a discount for faculty
and staff only was discriminatory
against students.
An informal recommendation
was later made by ASB President
Pat McClenahan suggesting that
the Spartan Shops board be instructed to investigate possible alternatives to the student discount.
POLAND LOAN
In other action, council gave
unanimous approval to a motion
by sophomore representative Joe
Stroud to make $58 available to
the community service committee
which in turn would loan the
money to former SJS sophomore
Jefferson Poland. The money was
to be used fm. his travel expenses
---

2 Foreign Students
Honored by Rotary

to Florida where he will serve a
jail sentence for his part in southern sit-in demonstrations.
As it later turned out, however,
Poland also received a loan from
an anonymous group of professors to pay for the trip. The council loan was to have been repaid
from the voluntary donations collected by the community services
committee.
When he learned of the later
development, Stroud said that the
council money might still be used.
Earlier, Stroud volunteered to personally make up the difference if
campus contributions fell short of
the council loan.
CORPS CREDIT
Additional council action included a proposal to give academic
credit to Peace Corps volunteers.
The recommendation, by graduate
representative Frances Azimi suggested that &T& take the initiative
in supporting the corps on the
west coast by giving college units
to SJS volunteers. The matter was
referred to the academic committee which will report back to
council at a later date.
The council also gave official
authorization to Sam Obregon to
place a bid for the 1963 session
of the Model United Nations to
meet at SJS.

Classic Film Set

TASC Adifiser
To Speak Today
Radical movements in the South
at the turn of the century will be
discussed today by Michael Kay,
assistant professor of history and
adviser to TASC.
He will appear at :1:30 in Spartan cafeteria rooms A and B under
’sponsorship of the student political group. TASC education chairman Ben Zlataroff announced.
Zlataroff disclosed that Professor Kay will approach the early
southern radical movements by
"tracing the fascinating career of
Thomas Watson. the leading southern agrarian radical at the turn
of the century."
The speaker will also consider
southern industrialization and the
development of segreization, according to Zlataroff.

"The Titan." a documentary
of the life of Michelangelo which
Two SJS foreign students were
Time magazine describes as "exhonored by the San Jose Rotary
traordinary," will be shown on
club at a luncheon yesterday as
campus twice today along with a
the outstanding man and woman
a 1914 feature length flicker.
students in scholarship and interPresented by the Classic Film
national students’ activities, Al
program, showings will be at
Meyers, Rotary secretary, said.
3:30 and 7 p.m. in the College
Miss Ruth Zans, sophomore
Theater. Admission to all films
French major from Jamaica, and
in the set ies is free.
Aesop Sim, senior political science
Second film on the hill, "Tilmajor from Korea, were selected
lie’s Punctured Romance," is one
to receive plaques on recommendaof Charlie Chaplin’s first lull tion from the SJS faculty, Meyers
length slapstick comedies and
explained. The awards are made
satirizes the city slicker-country
annually.
girl romance, according to RobThe Rotary’club was host to 38
ert Orem, Classic Film series
foreign students at a luncheon at
COMMUNISTS NATURALIZED
coordinator
the Ste. Claire hotel. Meyers said
Barber pointed out that foreigners who have once been Communists can be naturalized "if
they can prove that they have
been opposed to communism for
the past 10 years."
111147 1rt:i I ineNT OF t 5. AGENDA
Barber is the official responsible
UNITED NATIONS; N.Y. (UPI’. --Russia dropped the RI347 ,
for the controversial deportation
of William Heikkila to his native plane incident yesterday but the United States refused to withdraw
Finland. He said that Heikkila the question of Communist suppression of Hungary and Tibet from
was "once an admitted Commu- the United Nations agenda in return.
Soviet. Ambassador Valerian A. Zorin told the General Assembly’s
nist" and was unable to prove
Main Political committee that "under the new conditions" since
he had broken his affiliations.
President Kennedy took office, Russia would not insist upon U.N.
action against the United States in the RB47 incident.

world wire

Camp Petitions

Applications for Freshman Camp
counselors for the fall semester
are available at the College Union,
315 S. Ninth st., until tomorrow,
Barbara Jo Duffey. Freshman
Camp publicity chairman, annOtinced. All students are eligible
for the 40 counselor positions.
Student cOunselors will lead
small discussion groups on such
topics as school customs and traditions, how to register, how to
study effectively, student government and campus organizations,
according to Miss Duffy-

U. S. CHARGES MISTREATMENT or 22 AMERICANS IN CUBA
WASHINGTON (UPDThe State Department said yesterday
that 22 Americans in Cuban jails are being tragically treated, underfed and denied medicine.
The United States was contemplating a new sharp protest to
Fidel Castro’s regime against the treatment of the 22 persons.
A spokesman said that in most cases Red Cross officials and
Swiss diplomats, who represent U.S. interests in Cuba, have been
unable to gain access to the Americans.
CUBA SAYS U. 5. FIRED ON PLANE
HAVANA (UPI) Acting Foreign Minister Carlos Olivares
charged early yesterday a U.S. cruiser fired anti-aircraft guns at a
Cuban plane two weeks ago near lmias in eastern Cuba.
Cuban authorities got Swiss Ambassador Walter Rossi out of bed
before dawn to deliver a note from Olivares denouncing what he called
the "aggressive attitude" of U.S. forces in Cuban watora.

Stars Give
To Auction
Richard Nixfutt, Allred Hitch crick, John VItayne and Bolt Hope
are among the celebrities who
have donated personal belongings
to the junior class for its auction
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in front
of the cafeteria.
According to Cathy Kennedy,
junior class publicity chairman,
the junior class sent out more
than 200 letters to famous people
and received quite a collection
of odds and ends.
All the articles are to he kept.
secret, until someone buys them
from Phil Barry, atitioncer. Miss
Kennedy said.
Other eelebrittes contributing to
the auction included: Tony Perkins. Greer Gerson, Lawrence
Welk, Eddie Cantor, Tennessee
Ernie Ford, Perry Como, Steve
Allen, Benny Goodman, Jack
Webb, Danny Kaye, Harry Belafonte, Art Linklettcr and Dan

Duryea
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Editorial

A Percentage Problem
Student Couocil yesterday elefati,1
e
convert,
two prop.
;rag the Spartan Bookstore.
were introduced Its gradual,
representative Stan Stesens.
’flee first proposal. defeated Its an 1-11-3 eiiiitil. would hair
ated the presi itl III per tent dist.
el’
t at i h. ,parlati Book-ton- for all facialts members. The discount al... is .stettiled to
staff ettiplmets I including secretaries :111.1 some student
employees.)
I propiisal was defeated by a 3-10-2 vote. If passed,
’Ile see
all students w "old ha% l recei.ed the 111 per tent discount in addition to I lm.i.i [tallied aloof..
The fir-t priqueal 41 as defeated because a majority of Colineil membiers apparently. felt that 1lle lisvoiint pro. ided "incete
live" and "encourage-me-se for faculty members to turn in book
lists to the bookstore. It should be pointed out he-re that faculty
per cent discount at the three major hook.
members ete(o.
stores.
killed IlY4..01,1.
As WY inter’’, iI it. the Kee
I proposal
a similar discount I or all students *iambi 1111-1 hookkeiping
problems at Spartan Bookstore I although an us er-all 10 per
%soul,’ not require much aildif al
cent reduction ot
accounting). A ili-coulit to -1 wields also is ould tli ttt i l tate the
present 10 per Y111i ’,rot it tom being channeled into lite Spartan
Shops fund for possible financing of a student Illillilt.
The cruz of the matter seems to lie in the follo41 ing questions:
11 Should a student I 55 lied organization he pn if it making?
t be given to some members of
2i Is it right that a dise
the college eimummit% and not others --espeeiallj not to those
who supposedly -.mil.’ the organization?
the Ins ik store
3) I, it certain that profits derived fr
opera!’ s Hill benefit students as advantageote.l!. as a discount?
41 Would such a ,todent discount be detrimental to c
petition with the local mirchants?
V... belie% e that SJS students would he. very notch interested in any possible savings of expenses. We also affirm that
stioirots. if they are not to realize a direct discount, should be
informed as to how that money is intended to be spent.
The Spartan Daily is seeking answers to the questions posed
above. Uniil -itch time 115 all the facts are assembled and in the
open, we so iii make 110 judgment as to whether or not fuetelt
staff or students should receive discounts at the Spartan Bookstore.
We are certain that everyone involved in determining the
expenditure of student funds seeks student welfare. How anti
when those funds will he spent will have to be in accordance
1R
J
with student iipinion.

Both

4th ST. PHARMACY
WE GIVE
S I H GREEN
STAMPS

OPEN DAILY
9 a.m. 10 p.m.
Sun. 10 a.m. 7 p.m.

P G.E Water Bills

601 No. 4th. CY 5.7864

Postal Sta. it 10

PRESCRIPTIONS

LADIES: Don’t miss out on a . . .

FREE
HAIRCUT
with wash and shampoo

at Campus Beauty Salon
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily
275A E. San Fernando (between 6th & 7th Sts.
across from thy Adm. Bldg.)
CY 3-11 8 6

PERFECTION
IS WHAT WE INSIST ON
Perfection is a
tradition with us.
We use only the finest
foods . . . prepare each dish
with meticulous care
1401 South First St.

Thrust and Parry
’Colleges Should Train
Peace Corps Students’
oittilL lo the April Al Monthly, Mrs. Eleanor
1:tatsevelt discusses how the
Russians are preparing their
youth to fill the vacancies In
the ex-colonies around
the
world. They are taught the local language, customs and history of the area to which they
will be assigned. In addition
they are trained as teachers,
engineers, etc., to replace the
departing Europeans. This vacuum has to be filled and the
ex-colonials will be unable to
take over for many years to
come.
The Kennedy Peace Corps is
a step in the right direction. I
suggest that selected American
colleges specialize in training
Peace Corps candidates for specific countries or areas.
SJS seems to have many students from the ’Middle East.
Therefore, t his school should
prepare students desirous of
working in the Middle East. In
addition to their regular major
they should take courses in
Middle Eastern history, customs, language and government.
The students from the Middle
East attending here could be
paid for coaching in speaking
and writing their language. Theresult would be that an SJS
graduate going there would be
trained not only in his major,
but also would be able to read,
write and speak the local language and would even have
some personal friends to ease
the way into adjusting to the
local culture.
With various American colleges specializing in particular
areas, a far more effective
American
force to present
democratic thoughts and ideals
to the newly developing parts
of the world would be provided
than any group the Russians
could hope to export.
John B. Wilson
ASS AIS406

way of Me? Of is it communism,
the government? Neither exists
today. The United States, In the
same sense, is not a "democracy."
The SJS Student Council has
shirked its responsibility to us
by allowing such an organization to become "recognized"
without more definite purpose
than to "present the positive
side of America." We need student leaders who are constructively critical and demanding.
To be patriotic we must all
dislike anything anti-American,
yet we do not see any "students
against fascism" organizations.
Do we accept dictators because
they are not Communists? Because we do not join this new
club, are we "for" communism?
I hope not!
Assemblyman Francis probably would be a member of this
club if he were in our student
body. He would be making the
same hasty and false generalizations, hoping like our students,
for publicity and headlines. It
might be best for our student
organization to use a name
which will be positive and accurate. As it is now, it is neither
positive nor accurate.
Kenneth P. sinipkIns
Astt 111219

Objects to Graduates
Living at Spartan City
Kurrois I am voicing my
opinion on the Housing Authority’s policy of letting graduates
continue to live at Spartan City
as long as their wives are taking
a certain number of units at
SJS.
I feel that after the head of
the family has graduated, and is
working, he should be able to
pay the prevailing price for rent.
First consideration should be
given to the student families
with limited or no income.
Charles C01111.1
ASH 952 I

Alpha Phi Sorority
SJS Anti -Red ’Club
Lacks Clear Purpose Expresses Gratitude
I have watched
EDITOR
with sincere interest and concern the recent rise of "Communists in our colleges."
A group of students apparently have decided to do something about Assemblyman Francis and communism by forming
a club, "Students against Communism." The name is offensive in that it uses in its title
the name of the opposed social
concept. It is ambiguous in that
it is obvious that the group
i,ws not wish to go to war with
Russia but rather with a concept of government and living.
Our friends who wish to be
against something need to ree aluate just what they really
oppose. Is it communism, the

Library Concert
Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Chopin: Waltzes,
Villa -Lobos: Nt ii’. I
for
1.11hildsh guitar

EDITOR --We would like to
offer sincere thanks to all
friends for their concern and
sympathy regarding the death
of Maryleela and Nani Rao’s
father. We also would like to
express our deep gratitude to
those who contributed toward
Maryleela’s return trip to be
with her family in India.
The Ladles of Alpha Phi

Prize -Winning Student Pianist Presents’
Bach, Beethoven, Barber Recital Today .54 ele C/ate
By ELLEN SHULTE
Fine Arts Editor ’
Pianist Donald Chan, second
p. lace winner in the state finals
of a recent music contest, will
present his third recital on the
SJS campus, today, 1:30 p.m.,
in Concert Hall.
Selections will include "Appassionate" (Sonata in F Minor), by Beethoven; Preludes
Nos. 8 and 9, by Buch, and four
excursions by Samuel Barber,
MONTALVO GALLERY
Chan will present the same
program Sunday, 2 p.m., at Villa
Montalvo’s monthly gallery tea
program in Saratoga. He is
among three musicians, chosen
by audition, who will perform
for the Montalvo assn. this season.
Both of the concerts are open
to the public withoirt charge.
A native of San Jose, Chan
began his musical studies at the
age of four. He was graduated
from San Jose high school with
a music scholarship in 1958 and
began studying with Thomas
I... Ryan, professor of music.
CONTEST FINALIST
Chan recently won first place
in Northern California preliminaries in the National Federation of Music clubs of America
contest and second place in the
state finals.
He was selected to represent
the top-flight pianists in California at the Music Teacher,’
assn. convention in Los Angeles
in 1958.
"I was elected into the Young
Artists’ guild that same year,"
he said. The guild is a statewide organization with a maximum of five Initiates chosen
each year.
Chan also is a member of
Phi Mu Alpha, music fraternity,
and Tau Delta Phi, men’s honor s
society.
BAND PERFORMANCE
His previous recitals on this
campus include one in 1958,
while a high school senior, and
one in 1960, while a sophomore.
He will appear with the SJS
symphonic band in May.
"I try to practice on the piano at least five hours each
day," said Chan, who enjoys
’t101010WWW.0101,r1664,
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Restaurant
ORDERS TO CO

Real CLEAN Wash
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"BEST WASH"
Empire

Open 24 Hour,

221 E. Jackson

JEWELERS
7? S. Is+

at Alma

SpaZtanaill
()RH( , \ Si!
A FOREI(,\ IPPRO.4(.11
.,,,uth Summer .Ncs.sinn Ord
A. LANG!
1 \ D CIVILIZATIONS of France. Germany.
haly. Russia. Spain. China (Mandarin ) Japan and Korea. All
courses taught in the language by native instructors. Classes
limited to 10 students.
I. Goner Division r int if for, beginners in French, German. Italian. HIV..
Man, Spanish. Chine.. Mandarin.Japunew and Korean 15 hours a day.
6 daps a weeds I June 19 - August 26.
2. Upper Divisiott enurses in Vrench. German. Italian, Russian and Spanish. June 30 Arigrod IR.
3. Graduate Courses in Prenrh. German, Italian. Russian, and Spanish.
Workshops offer daily opportunity for !practice teaching in the varions
languages. June 30 August 18.
A Special Preparatory Course - June 12 to June 30 will lie offered for
the upper division courses 12 allow. I in Frew+. German, Italian. and
resieuing lasser ills sins language work.
ft DIVISION ’OE POLITICAL ARTS AN!) RELIGION I
CIVILIZATION. Courses in this division provide a systernate
and fresh approach to foreign studies. Emphasis is upon international aspects
todav’s problems.
I. l’ndergroduote I ,.per
ision courses provide comparison of ate tie.
yelopment of China. England. and France. lane 30 August 18.
2. Graduate Courses deul with national and international policies of
modern (hina, with spet iml reference to her relminns with the United
States. They also consider the Soviet Union - its institutions and
polities. June 30 Aligl2,1 18.
Gradual* as well as undergraduate credit may be earned.
Accommodation in language houses is aveilable.
Scholarships ere available l limited number) to especially
qualified faddists and prospective teachers.
For further information write to:

Open Mon. & Thurs. Nights
’Til 9 p.m.
ELECTRONIC PARTS
HI-FI EQUIPMENT

United Radio &
TV Supply Co.
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Truly TODAY in spirit
fresh, sophisticated, beautiful ...
yours from your
MASTER JEWELER
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Wholesale Distributors

The Monterey Institute of Foreign Studies

CY 8-1212

72 S. 1st

P. O. BOX 1522, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
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Entered as second class matter April 24,,
1934, at San Joss, California, under the!
act of March 3, 1879. Member California Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Pub-,
lished daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Saturday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on
remainder-of-school-year basis. In fall semester, $4 in spring semester, $2. CY
4-6414Editorial Ext, 2110, 2113. Advertising Ext. 2109. Press of Globe Printing
co. Office hours I:45-4:20 p.m. Monday
through kriday. Any phone calls should
be made during this period.
JIM RAGSDALE .......Editor
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COURTESY DISCOUNTS
TO STUDENTS

MR. ROBERTS
Shirring Henry Fonda
and ce.starring Jack Lenwnen
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
CY 5-3410
Cowboy Glen tcrd
Ask Any Girl
Such es Shirley Matleine
WHERE THE BOYS
ARE
TOWNE CY 7-3060
NEVER ON SUNDAY
DAY OF THE PAINTER
CONQUEST OF THE
IZALCO
SARATOGA UN 7-3026
THE CAPTAIN’S TABLE
starring John Greg:,
THE 39 STEPS
Kenneth More
I both features in
GAY CY 3-8405
THE NUDIST’S STORY
MATING TIME
with "Wee Geordie" Thom

DOWNTOWN
112 S. 2nd
CY 2-1447
OPen

VALLEY FAIR
Perking Lot ’C’
CH 8-4171
Ort.n Mon .Tt

EL RANCHO CY 4-2041
Frank Slnatra and Shirley Meclai,
star in
a
CAN CAN
also THE LOVE SPECIALIST
a
Diana Dors

=713

READ SPARTAN DAILY
WANT ADS

earripligMJuJnian
A 14,1107

of "1 14"as a ’let u -age Dwarf","Thr
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

BOOM!
Today, foregoing levity, let us turn our keen young minds to the
No. 1 problem facing American colleges today: the population
explosion. Only last week four people exploded in Cleveland,
Ohioone of them while carrying a plate of soup. In :11W yi are
thinking such u thing couldn’t happen anywhere but in Cleveland, let me tell you there were also two other cases last week
a 45 year old man in Provo, Ptah, and a 19 year old girl in
Bangor, Maineand in addition there was a near-titiss in
Klamath Falls, Oregonan eight year old boy who wa, saved
only by the quick thinking of his cat Walter who pushed the
phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialled the department
of weights and measures. (It would perhaps have made more
sense for Walter to dial the lire department, but one can hardly
expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed hy a
Dalmatian, can one’)

//

CY 3-7789

You saw it in SEVENTEEN
... Now exclusively at

-p

* Artists’ Supplies
* Frames
* Prints

MAYFAIR CY
3-8405

:DELICIOUS CHINESE DISHES::

SELF-SERVICE LAUNDRY

N. Stir & E

listening to classical and jazz
stereo records.
He also is a ski enthusiast
and was a member of the frosh!
tennis team in 1959.
Chan now is working toward,.
a college teaching credent bit
for piano and history of music
instruction, tuid he is "interested in developing a history
of ii172 enurse in the futere "

. 111
6’cioce &WalilalklY 5;91w,e fiekkilit
I bring up the population explosion not to alarm you, for I
feel certain that science will ultimately solve the problem. After
all, has not science in recent years brought us such marvels as
the transistor, the computer, the bevatron, and the Marlboro
filter? Oh, what a saga of science was the discovery of the
Marlboro filter! Oh, what a heart-rending epic of endless trial
and error, of dedication and perseverance! And, lathe end, what
a triumph it was when the Marlboro scientists after years of
testing and discarding one filter material after another- iron,
nickel, lead, tin, antimony, sponge cakefinally emerged, tired
but happy, from their laboratory, carrying in their hands the
perfect filter cigarette! What rejoicing there was that day!
Indeed, what rejoicing there still is whenever we light a NI:allow
and settle hack and enjoy that full-flavored smoke which conies
to us in soft pack or flip-top box at tobacco counters in all
fifty states and Cleveland!
Yes, science will ultimately solve the problems rising init of the
population explosion, but in the meantime the problems bang
heavy over America’s colleges. Thin year will bring history’s
greatest rush of high school graduates. Where will we find classrooms and teachers for this gigantic new influx?
Well sir, some say the answer is to adopt the trimester system.
This system, now in use at many colleges, eliminates summer
vtwations, has three semesters per annum instead of two, and
compresses a four year course into three years.
This is good, but is it good enough? Even under the triine.ter
system the student Ilas occasional days off. Moreover his nights
are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind of all -nut attack
that is indicated?
say no. I say desperate problems call for desperate retnediem. I say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I ANY
we must do no lees than go to school every single dm el the
hours
year. But that is not all. I say we must go to school
of (very day!
The benefits 01 much a program are, oh course, obvious First
of all, the classroom shortage will immediately disappear because all the dormitories can be converted into classrooms.
Second, the teacher shortage will immediately disappear because
all the night watchmen can be put to work teaching caleill!
and Middle English poetry. And finally, overcrowding rail
immediately disappear because everyone will quit sctmol.
Any further questions?
e ion Ho esuieme
res. one further question: flare you tried ,Warlhoro’s newest
partner in pleasurethe iinhltered, kinp-nize Philip ,$10"
Commander? If not, by all means come aboard. You’ll PP
glad you did.
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Here’s the last word in slim-cut,
naturallook slacks that give you
all the advantages of a belt with
beltless comfort. Double -dart mi..
luring in back assures snug, con
turn fit. Half4selt sparkles with
bankisome interlocking coin buckle.
Bdtharter member in -Club," the
mustiest slacks you’ve MX W01111
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Ism. Ben Burnell, an all-coasi
limier last season.
Pepperdine mentor Walt Glass,
in his. managerial debut, has inherited a strong. mound staff. Besides Burnett, he has right-handers Frankie Moore, Glen Wedel
and lefty Larry Craig.
Other Wave mainstays are outfielders Dave Hancock, John Radriffe and Cleo Harris: shortstop
i:ay Wrenn, and second baseman
k*********************** ’ hie Johnson -. more reasons
by the 1960 Peps were ranked
h nationally.
Southpaw Jim Wilson will be on
!he mound for the Spartans in
Tune -Up
I sir
fifth WCAC joust of the
;,mpaign.
BRAKES RELINED
Tomorrow SJS plays host to
-,sieramento State, which tripped
he Spartans in it doubleheader in
I he capital city earlier this year.
Saturday the Air Force acad* FLYING "A" SERVICE
& Santa Clara
CY 4-5161* emy comes to town for a 2 p.m.
,
************ engagement.
SJS is riding its longest win
streak of the season- two going
into today’s fray. Ed Sobczak’s
troops whacked UOP, 4-3 and 7-0,
in a twin bill Tuesday, hiking
their record for the season to 515 but three of those victories
WCAC play.
iJohn Jurivich, State’s leading
ter, paced San Jose’s at tack,
59 FORD FAIRLANE ,sting three hits in six trips.
s:pectatom at the Municipal sta4 DOOR SEDAN’
-m double bill were treated to
automatic transmission
cxtra entertainment during the
$1595
ro’ndelo8calkeoa=
,econd contest, when a rowdy
Tiger student became Involved in
1960 VALIANT
a pseudo-brawl with Spartan first
base coach, Bob Maytorena. The
,!and.),d
on
radio
heater
irate Tiger kept trying to land
$1895
low milage
his left ---foot that is- -in Ma.yttlr1960 CHEVROLET ena’s tummy. He Wati no more successful with his bit of sport than
his team was with its endeavors.
automatic transmission
- - - ,
heater
$2395
very clean

MOTOR

1960 RAMBLER
STATION WAGON
overdrive
power assists
C2595
radio & heater
EL GATO
Import Soles
CatAla

- OPEN HOUSE
ALCO-PARAMOUNT
April & 9 S ci. 9napmmtoto65pprnm
IPlenty of Free Parking across street at Earl & Al Parking Lot)
You have seen this equipment at the Hi-Fl Show
Now test it personally at Alco-Paramount
* 0 en House S ecials
ALL RECORDS & PRE-RECORDED TAPES
300 OFF
1800 FT. MYLAR TAPE
$189
(Limit 5 per Customer)
PURCHASE A RECORD CHANGER OR TURNTABLE
AT REGULAR NET PRICE
receive your choice of SHURE M7D or AUDIO EMPIRE 108
with diamond needle for In

ni4;46:0
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.,,,(11 Jose State’s Spartans, leading the WeA(’ baseball race will,
a 3-1 record, open a three-game
stand today, entertaining PePPer-,
dine’s Waves at Municipal stadium at 3.
The Peps knocked the Spartans
out of the NCAA regionals in 1960
when they pasted a 5-4 win. The
southerners return with practically the same outfit, including south

USED

CY 4-2041
Shirley Maclaine*
in
CAN

Braemar
cashmere
cardigan

Vaulters Meet Sooners, Tribe
’school record this year with a /9.1
lime against San Jose city college.

No. 2The Phils

Coalinga Team Tests
Freshman Spikers 30% DISCOUNT

In 1960 the Philadelphia Phillies
finished last in the National
League, and a glance at the statistics readily reveals why.
The Redcaps were the sertiot
circuit’s worst in no less than nine
departments. They had the loop’s
lowest bating average. .239: scored
fewest runs (5461; had the fewest hits 118161, runs (5031, and
home runs 1991.
They were last in shutout victories with six and first in whitewash clefears with 20.
The Phils slid lead the league
In one department. They left the
fewest men on base 110211- but
that’s only because they put the
fewest men on IMP in the first
place.

BUD WINTER
. . . Sooners next

To make it short and sweet, the
Phils can expect more of the same
in 1961, for the simple reason that
you don’t win when you don’t
score.

Badminton Slated

California Bears

Play SJS Golfers

Needs"

FRESHEST DONUTS
72 Varieties
Gingham Girl Donuts ss,
117 So
CV
First

5.9668

ON NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
CAR RENTAL RATES IN

EUROPE
INFORMAlION WRI1E 10

FOR FREE

SHAREA-CAR
59 DR. TVAERGADE
COPENHAGEN K., DENMARK

STUDENTS!
Get Your
ELECTRONIC...

V
V
I/
V

Components
Transformers
Transistors
Transmitters

V Thew,

AT

CLARK’S
190 W. Santa Clara

Entirely :New,
Lowest Cost,
Special
Student Rates

FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

50‘
FOR GREEN FEES
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
liTH & TULLY ROAD

-11.1 1.11.4.11()NN

Opens
Sat., April 8th

1.41 \1441 .st.111 1( t.

Quatity ("leaning at Bargain Prices
Oft Street Parking

1.10 11TH STREET CUE tNERS
rdle. \

1.,,Iirth at Jackson

GUSTAF’S BEAUTY
SALON
OPEN EVENINGS

kor ,-q.

Special Student Rates
Permanent waves as low as
$8.50 and up.
59 NORTH FIRST STREET
CYpress 4-6854

Are any of these your questions?

l’OR

1

TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rates

3 mos. sig
/’
111 Mt
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FOOT LONG

Hifi’ 1)4";

Deliriously Yours Eur 25(’

27.95
Where else but
BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Third & San Fernando
SAN JOSE: First at Santa Clara

Coach Vern VVolfe’s freshman
track team returns to action Saturday in a meet at Spartan track
against Coalinga junior college.
The meet will start at 10 a.m, to
allow the nosh an opportunity to
watch the varsity in action that
afternoon.
Ben Tucker, Bobby Simpson and
Bob Bonds have been the big winners for the Strait tababes in earlier
1961 meets. Tucker and Bonds
will be especially helpful when
they graduate to the varsity next
season.
Tucker, former California prep
mile champ, has already eclipsed
Ron Davis’ frosh record and will
fill the 860 gap, a real weak spot
on coach Bud Winter’s 1960 edition.
Bonds, another state high school
champ, will be a point getter,
notably in the low hurdles. The
former- Riverside Poly star has
het t e red Mickey Miramonte’s

Softball

RENT A
imported

v41

San Jose State’s pole vaulters
will run into serious opposition
Saturday when they travel to Palo
Alto to face University of Oklahoma and host Stanford in a triPhiladelphia pitching is noth- angular meet.
J. D. Martin, a lanky Sooner
ing to become elated about, either.
Robin Roberts ain’t what he used who narrowly missed the United
to be, though he’d be a winner States Olympic team in the same
with a more offensive-minded arena last July. Martin cleared
team. Robin will get help from 15-3 to break the meet record in
Art Mahaffey 17 -tit, the league’s the Oklahoma State Preview Rebest rookie in 1960, Dallas Green, lays two weeks ago.
On the same day, SJS’s talented
Frank Sullivan, John Buzhardt,
Chris Short, Jack Meyer and Dick trio, Dick Gear, Jeff Chase tind
Farrell, the huge relief specialist Dick Kimmell. all cleared 14-6 ar
who’s coveted by NL pennant con- Berkeley. Gear has cleared 15this season but has been unable
tenders.
reach that height for three week Jim Owens, a right-hander, has
Chase won the triangular a,
the equipment to be a win- Stanford Saturday. with a lifc
ner. The only trouble is that he time best performance of 14-8. Bic
ran away from camp and hasn’t the lanky San Matean injure,
been heard from since.
himself in a try at 15 feet an,’
may miss this weekend’s test.
Clay Dalrymple, a southpawSpartan Dennis Johnson, cm swinging .272 hitter. is he No. 1
rently the fastest thing on spikes
catcher. Jim Coker, good defenreturns to Stanford stadium’s der
sively hut had with the bat, is
irately manicured oval for anot tie,
the second stringer.
try at a 9.2 100-yard dash.
Indian coach Payton Jordon ha The Phil infield is strong on the
right side, weak on the left. Big promised that he will have a urn
For ’Mural .Athletes Puncher Herrera is the slugging gauge on handin case. Denn,
Petitions are ilOW available in first baseman 1.281, 17 homers) found the red hued cinders to I),
the intramural office in the men’s and swift Tony Taylor 1.2841 is liking in the SJS-Oxy-Stanfoi
duel by topping Doug Smith ar
gym, women’s gym and F0113 for the second sacker.
the rest of the field in :09.3.
the All College Badminton tournaLee Walls will battle Jim Woods
Oklahoma brings in a pair
ment May 10 and 11, according to for the third base job, while Joe
Mr. Kenneth Kira assistant pro- Koppe and Ruben Amara vie for I good discus throwers and eon
bitted with San Jose and Tri;
fessor of recreation.
the shortstop berth. Veteran Ted
Application forms must be re- Lepel is around to fight for sun talent, the event stacks up as o:
of the highlights of the after: ’,timed to F0113 before April 27 vital.
Mike Lindsay lased the
1 p.m.
The Philadelphia outfield is 7 in the Oklahoma Relays;’’;
Students may enter the mixed
.1,arbles, men’s and women’s sin- youthful, boasting speed and prom- the shot 53-9. He will have
es and the faculty may enter ise, but almost devoid of power. battle Stanford’s Dave Weill Ill
John Callison, Tony Curry, Bobby Don Bell, and Dan Studney
’lie mixed doubles.
The tournament is sponsored by Del Greco. Tony Gonzalez. Robby Harry Edwards or Stale.
Weill, a sophomore, threw 17’
,erec. Individual awards will be Gene Smith and Ken Walter’s will
Ill win the triangular. Stumm-.
battle for gardening positions.
’men winners and ronnerups.
in was roughly two feet behind ar:
It looks like a lont
reil and Edwards trailed V. ’
I C.
Philadelphi
,
I 11
44 183-4’2 and’ 161-10.
- peel iveiy.
.1n organizar al meeting for
State will tir hoping for be,.
intramural softball leagues
Tickets for Judo
’I rk in the relay, where
In’ held today at 3:30 p.m. in
mblished a season’s best ii
Nit;2115. All students wishing to
testate a backslreteh
Tourney Available
..iiter teams in the indepentlent
;ween Bruce McCullougll
..r fraternity leagues should at.1xy’s Dixon Farmer.
Through Tuesday
tend the omit lag.
Ok la hiima lost ace broad jtar:
’Pickets for the Ninth Annual er Anthony Watson for scholas’
Judo Champiiinshivi ii 1.14. reasons. The lanky Negro ma,’,
the
Olynlpiv squad in 114;
held April 14 and 15 in the Men’s
and has leaped 23-8’2 I competin_.
gym will he available today unaitachedI this year.
through TheSday from 9:30 a.m.
John Lotz continued to play 2 p.m. in the outer quad.
NEtt sT IBUSI IN WORKS
Ticket prices will he 81 for
hampionship caliber golf as he
A ne,’
lit
81,51,
fur
and
I
night
!trials
Friday
4
24-3
to
a
SIN
team
golf
,1 the
statliom planned to,
story over outclassed San Fran - ISaturday , finals night iur $2 for $13 million
,;
nevi Nat halal
51.0 State Tuesday afternoon at both. More than 1511 ’it’ ii
I’S. baseball clot, tor lt,82 snill be ii’ champions from all river’slifornia country club.
iii ifluu’it
-’
’rhe Spartan win brings the sea - and each if 1 he :trilled WI’S. Ien’s first atr-mnsliti.,ne,I.
arena in ill,.
n record for the golfers to 4-1. willeirolliole for national honors,
completely dominpled 15lay
throughout the afternoon as all
six men scored wins in their reTHE FIAVOR
1.011,1,
spective foursomes.
A little more opposition earl be
afterm.ai
tomorrow
expected
however, as the rapidly imps,, California Bears come to
Spartan coach Wall AlePhe!’
’..’"khAAA
expects SJS to win the 1:15 match
at San Jose country club. lad lb,.
1
odor n encounter’ at Berk, -Ii.,
in the season could II(’ r
cult, he said.
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JAMES

Do! ha re to 110111
typing and shorthand
to get good -paying
work

?

Interested in working with the
public? Our Gladys Sawyer will
be at the placement office to tell
you about the good-p..61g
positions we offer to college
pitle. No experience seeded

I’ll be on campus
soon to bring you
then answers you want
to hear
(we’ll train you at fun pm!).
See the placement office now
for an appointment
V. lbw ,Lis %pi I ’

Pacific Telephone

111110"

4---5illtItTN

NV11 V

Thiii.day. April 6, 1961

CUBA INCIDENT

ISJS-Stanford Student Seder

City Patrons Grant
$400 in Scholarships
Scholarships totaling $400 have
been granted to SJS by the Patrons’ association of San Jose, Don
Ryan, assistant dean of students,
announced this week.
Students must apply for the
scholarships by April 15, said
Dean Ryan. Applications may be
picked up in Adm267.
In addition to the $400 grant, an
additional $400 has been made
available to the general college
loan fund.
The scholarships are: $100 for a
foreign language student, $100 for
an art student, $100 for a science
’student, $50 for a foreign student
and $50 available to any needy

CHINESE FOODS
ORDERS TO GO
Pris are Banquet

ken *Wei etek
(<e4taurant
oat lit-isi.ven
& Taster
1 Y 1.1929

COVERED
or

BARE
Swimsuits
look to
1925.
Just
arrived.
See
fashion

student.
"The $50 scholarship to a foreign student is the first award of
this kind at SJS," stated Ryan.
He said that efforts are being
made to increase aid to needy
foreign s udents.

Blocd Drive Set
For Tuesday; Goal
Fixed at 200 Pints
With 200 pints as quota for the
semi-annual blood drive, students
are urged to sign up for donations
at the activities office or their
living centers, according to Sue
Montgomery and Jim Wilson,
drive co-chairmen.
The ’Campus Blood drive’ will
be held Tuesday at Royce hall,
355 S. Eighth St. from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. "All donors over 18 and
under 21 must have a signed permission slip from their parents,"
stated Miss Montgomery.
"Our quota last semester was
also 200 and we gave 160 pints.
We hope that we can meet our
quota plus a few extra pints,she said.
-

’Impressionist Eve’
Signups Available

that makes you look and
feel like summer see .

from
$7.99
td
$16.99

ELVA’S
Exclusive Hairstyling

:86

Or’

0. F

Srreer

INTERCEPTING AN AMERICAN SHIP, the
cable -repair schooner Western Union, a Cuban
gunboat caused an international incident and
flees when a U.S. destroyer and Naval planes

Second
CY 7-6493

466 S.
ss‘

(Continued from Page 1)
It was before,’ he said, "however,
more and more independents are
participating in government, which
actually is something desirable as
far as the campus community is
concerned."
In contrast, 99 per cent of student government officers, class officers and student body officers at
Fresno State college are creeks,
reports Francis Azimi, graduate
representative.
He adds that 80 per cent of all

TOMORROW
First Western Bank & Trust co.
iII interview business adminis,cation and economics majors for
!nanagement positions.
Beekman Instruments, Inc. will
interview electrical, mechanical,
chemical, and industrial engineering majors, along with majors in
chemistry and pnysics.
Factory Mutual Engineering
Division will inters iew electrical.
civil, mechanical and chemical engineering majors for positions in
field engineering.

CLASSIFIEDS

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnify Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying tucessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and cause(
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For eample: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
$10/20,000. Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend. or
net of $44 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
about $93 with the Exchange. (Other
gm with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may sane
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
to George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgont 91741 Way & nits).

hiring students in their advertising =
and bales dept for top paying summer jobs.
1.- Earn from $90 - $150 per week
on a guaranteed commission basis.
_
Co. now

,4/V OPPORTUNITY TO EARN AN =g
1DDITIONAL $100 -$600 SCHOLARSHIP F.
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/,,rz fell semester hrginA.

(ALL LA 74727 for a personal interview
10 a.m. to 12 noon
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7th and KEYES
of SPARTAN CITY
Conveniently located to serve car owners of
San Jose State
I Block North
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NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

SUMMER WORK? _
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BILL WERT CHEVRON

Unique STUDENT DISCOUNT
on all STEREO and L.P. RECORDS

DO YOU NEED

=

Guarantee Service
JOE’S TELEvisioN
99 N. 10th St.
CY 7.3541

LUBRICATION-MOTOR TUNEUP
WHEEL BALANCING-BRAKE SERVICE
TIRES-BATTERIES-AUTO ACCESSORIES
Discount to Students on liroke Work

Faculty, Families
To Picnic Sunday

SNAIL’S PACE
NEW YORK (UPI) -How fast
1 is a snail’s pace? The National
Geographic Society put a snail on
a treadmill to get the answer:
A snail’s pace is exactly 0.000030602 miles per hour. That’s half
an inch a minute

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS24

i
E.7.
..=

TELEVISION

2

TO1t1.1
Bully committee, meeting. Morris Dailey auditorium, 2:30 p.m.
Yell leader. Song girl workshops.
MG206. 207, 7 p.m.
Wesley Foundation, dinner
meeting. 405 S. 10th St., 5:45 p.m..
40 cents for dinner.
Roger Williams forum, "The
American --- Ugly or Beautiful,"
156 S. 101h st., 12:30 p.m.
Alpha Gamma, meeting, A114.
545 S. 2nd St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Rm.
Social Affairs committee, meet rut CH162, 3:30 p.m.
Community Service committee,
oeting. AD236, 1:30 p.m.
Industrial Relations club, meeting. CH160, 7:15 p.m.
Help Wasted
CLASSIFIED RATES:
Alpha Eta Sigma, meeting,
25c a line first insertion
REAL ESTATE SALESMAN WANTED. If cafeteria rooms A. B, 7:30 p.m.
20c line succeeding insertions
estate
real
the
of
you have had just one
SPUR, meeting, CH167, 7:30
2 line minimum
courses. ere want to talk to you. East
Side Realty, Ct. 1-6712 eve CV 4.6968.
American Marketing association. ,
TO PLACE AN AD:
Ask for Mr. Susan.
Call at Student Affairs Officemeeting. 50 N. First st. (entrance
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Per Sala
Second St t. 7:30 pm.
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
Typewriter, offfre model Underwet,ri
ri-"srs. CV 3239/.
No Phone Orders
1956 Triumph mototeyekt, excel,. co,
Rentals
CI’ 3-8780 after 6 p.m,
Serious Enqr. Major to share home with 101/2 ft. elm II runabout, 22 hp Sc.,others, Pvt, or dbl.. 415 S. 12th. CV trailer, $400. CV 3-9624. Bruce Brow,
3.5933.
111 In. TR 6.-14,000 mi. Emelt. corn
A small room for upper class male stud e.tras $650 or offer. CH 5-1834 ever
ant. 2 blocks to college now avail. at
Used tams’ player non -automatic, C.
summer rate. 491 S. 7th.
CV 7-8991 after 5 p.m.
Pum. rms. Male ,tudents. kit. privil.
IOU Morris Miner as is $250 bal. di,
$1015. Call CV 3-3088.
$35 ms, H. Black. Hayward JE 7-5606,
Weattel
Austin-Healey ’58, 4Ssater, Must sr.
Wanted: One male roommate to ’share $1500 CV 8.2086.
nice apt. Rent $37.50: 726 S. 5th See
’$3 Chrysler convert. yellow. power ear r
lack.
$27S. CV 2-2048 after 5 DIRTY LAUNDRY. For sti.rients leundry
soruire, Iron pickup 4 delivery. 24 hr. Opportunity to purchase new Chevri-lni
Cgrvairs St Corvette-, at discount poen...,
sorvice, CV 4-2420--60c. per 8 lb.
Student soluel through authorized deAlor
Collector will buy rpm, swords, helmets, For information talk CV 5-7333, Thur..
uniforms, etc. (especially antique). AN Fri., eves & Weekends.
9.2144.
V,M. Stereo Changer, $50 or best offer.
Waited: One girl to share apt, with OY 3-5933, 415 S. 121h.
three others. $37.50 per month. Apt. 10
476 So 7111. CV 5-0272
Lost sod
_
Personel
Blue folder, F.-1 109 nons Ph
9-6618. P499V Anderson. ft,
100 WEDDING INVITATIONS. $12.50,
Qty.
teed tree. Al.AI. 2-9191.
RIM 1

8.0011/11

Fo’u.

Spartaguide

evenings by appointment
>se’VolelelefWeliotieforga10.444.101".4:

CNNON
SUPREME

Transportation arra 11,t .
!I
will be made tit the litho
ing tonight at 8 in the
Union, 315 S. Ninth st. st,,,i,
seeking transportation tria
tact Larry Miller at CY
for inform:it ion

Recreation-seeking faculty memspecial functions are sponsored bers will find plenty of opportunity to "bask, bounce or bathe,"
through greek organizations.
this Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m., acREALIZE PROBLEM
cording to Albert Porter, associate
If the greek empire is declining, professor of business and member
OpenCompletely equipped to fill all
west coast fraternities have rea- of the Faculty Rercreation com’til 9 p.m.
mittee.
your stereo and Hi-F needs
lized their problem and are doing
Womens’ gym facilities includMon. & Thurs.’
something about it. Later this
2417 Stevens Creek Rd.
ing the trampoline, basketball
month the Western Regional In- courts, barbecue pits and swimCYpress 5-0388
ter-Fraternity conference will ming pool, will be available for
u
triPar
F
meet at SJS to re-examine t h e faculty use for what Professor
fraternity’s basic purpose for Porter terms "a 50 cent involunJACOBS & FARBER PRESENT
existing, and look for solutions to tary donation."
Faculty members are invited to
mutual problems.
It appears that many colleges bring their families and a picnic
will never attempt to close greek lunch for the barbecue which is
houses, but, through a variety of scheduled for 4 p.m. following the
pressures fraternities are being indoor activities.
A pool attendant will be on
pushed toward a more responsible
duty.
existence.
WORLD’S GREATEST FLAMENCO GUITARIST
"If fraternities and sororities
TUES., APRIL 25 at 8:30
The muskrat often builds bank
across the country develop programs which truly lead them to burrows with underwater en-I
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
their stated goals and objectives," trances. The home burrow may be
Tickets. $1.50. 2.40, 3.60 (fax incl.). At box office, CV
according to Dean Martin, "I’m complicated with various passages
Mail orders: Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope
confident they will survive and and a nest chamber.
PROGRAM TO END BY 10:30
be an important influence on college campuses. If they don’t do
in a series of polls conducted by LM
this their influence is going to
student representatives throughout the nation.
wane and they will have trouble
surviving."

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices are Right

ma

summoned by radio call from schooner’s skipper, Capt. R. T. Steadman (above), arriye at
the scene, some five miles off the Cuban coast,
near Guantanamo Bay.

Fraternities Not Growing
In Ratio with Campuses

Job Interviews

Priced

eo6erta:ti

"-,..

students desiring to attend the
Humanities club event "Impressionist Evening" must sign up in
the Humanities office. F0127, according to Patricia Wilson, publicity chairman.
NOTE: Interviews are held in ths
The gathering will be held at
Placement Office, Adm234. AppointDr. Arturo Fallico’s home. 22700
ment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are reMt. Eden rd., at 7:30 toolorrow
quested to sign up early.-Ed.
evening.
Zoe Kamitsus is scheduled to
TODAY
read poetry, and Chris Kroph will
Touche. Ross, Bailey & Smart
read letters and diaries of the
Ames Company. Inc.
impressionistic painters.
Western Foam Products, Me.
Air Force Flight Test center
F. W. Woolworth re.
For that special care
s:

suits.

Reaitations by Miss Heidy Mayproclaimed one of the most
distinguished Jewish folklorists in
the United States, will highlight
the annual SJS-Stanford Student
Communal Passover Seder to be
held toitiorrow at 6:30 p.m. The
Seder will be held at the Ramor
Oaks Inn, 3935 El Camino Real,
Atherton.
Tickets for the event are $2
for Hillel and $3 for the general
public. Reservations must be made
in the Hinel office today.
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Light up an IIM, and answer

these questions. Then compare your
answers with 1,383 other college

students (at bottom of page).
Question #1:
Answer:
Question *2:
Answer:

Question #3:
Answer:
Question *4:
Answer:

Do you believe that most girls go to college to get
higher education or to find a husband?
Get higher education______ Find a husband

a

Which do you feel is most important as a personal goal
for you in your career? (CHECK ONE)
Security of income
Quick promotion
Job satisfaction_______
Fame__ Money
Recognition of talent_
Do you feel reading requirements are too heavy in your
present courses?
Yea_
No
No opinion
If you are a filter cigarette smoker, which do you think
contributes more to your smoking pleasure?
Quality of filter
Quality of tobacco
Both contribute equally___

111
...Flavor that never
dries out your taste!
Get tiit? fidAir only LsiVI unlocks..
available In, pack or box.

Mob.

Answer zl: Get higher education: Men 27’
Wotiwn 52’
Find a husband: Men 73,/, - Woolen
Answei tt2: Security of income 17% - Quirk promotion 2’e
Job satisfaction 111% - Fame I’; Campus
MonnY14";Recognition of talent 11’,r,
Opinion
A nsorrr al: Yes 17% - No 51% - No
opinion 2’";
Answers: Answer a4: Quality-of filter 1.0% - Quality of tobacco 32%
Both contribute equally 08’1
Tobacco and filler quality
equally important. Tistai%i
why holay’a 1.&M featurec top quality are
solterron and 11.6M% fa ..... 111irurle Tip... pure %Mir weir’s-. pure *obits.
imiide. Try n perk soda.
(The LarflA Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges
and may not be a statistically random
selection Of all undergraduate schools)
51961 Liggett & Myers Tobacco CO

